
Bale Clamps

Mainly handy for lifting or piling loads of goods, bale clamps can be used as a hydraulic lift truck or forklift attachment so as to carry 
bales with out a pallet. Bar arm clamps are extra attachments that could be attached to allow the operator to carry cylindrical objects 
like for instance rolls of carpet or paper.

There are actually many other forklift accessories which could be utilized to make forklifts far more effective. Snowplow attachments 
can be mounted onto the front part of a forklift. A scoop bucket could be helpful when the task requires moving gravel, snow, sand, or 
soil. A double block handler allows the forklift operator to pick up two loads and then stack them side-by-side. A lot of of those 
accessories are considered great for light to medium tasks.

One more lift truck attachment is the package lift clamp, that can carry and transfer really heavy pallets. Moreover, pallet crane forks 
could be used so as to carry and transfer pallets with an overhead crane. A drum clamp accessory is useful for moving very heavy 
drums from place to place with out having to utilize a pallet. Lift truck mounted hoppers enable material to be transferred and dumped 
without having to handle it manually. These hoppers when the bumper is released are self dumping.

There are even accessories obtainable which could transform the forklift into a commercial broom or mop. Those attachments are ideal 
for cleaning boat docks, storehouse flooring and parking lots. Forklift mounted platforms come geared up with dual entry doors and 
can be connected in order to transport staff from one site to another. The mounted platform attachment is great for reaching areas that 
are hard to access, particularly when you have goods or supplies stored in out of the way places or way up high.

Attachments could be a very valuable piece of equipment when installed onto a lift truck, transforming a regular lift truck right into a 
mobile crane unit. It's most useful when maneuvering uneven or awkward loads. This attachment can either be telescopic, mounted on 
the carriage itself, or be fixed or forklift mounted. 

Another sensible forklift accessory investment will be the carton clamp. Some speculate this piece can be essentially the most versatile 
attachment you possibly can obtain. It allows the person operating it to handle products that doesn't have a pallet. Appliances and 
furniture are good examples of things which come without a pallet, however which are big and really heavy to need a lift truck for 
carrying.

Even though the preliminary investment in a lift truck may be costly, this piece of machinery will pay for itself over and over again. 
While saving hours of manpower is part of the equation, the numerous forklift attachments obtainable today enable the machine to be 
capable of executing a large number of tasks. It would seem as if the company has some other machines, each and every one with a 
specific task. The various attachments meant for the lift truck allow this one machine to be able to function efficiently and 
productively. 


